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Error in Figure/Table
In the original article [1], there was a mistake in “Figure 10. Spontaneous potentials of

SUS304, brazed Ni-11P alloy coating, and brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating in 0.06 M/L NaCl
aqueous solution at different temperatures. Figure 11. Current density-time curve of galvanic
couples of SUS304/brazed Ni-11P alloy coating and SUS304/brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating
in 0.06 M/L NaCl aqueous solution at different temperatures.” as published. “The 80 ◦C marked
in Figures 10 and 11 should be changed to 60 ◦C. Add NaCl to the caption of Figure 11.”
The corrected “Figure 10. Spontaneous potentials of SUS304, brazed Ni-11P alloy coating, and
brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating in 0.06 M/L NaCl aqueous solution at different temperatures.
Figure 11. Current density-time curve of galvanic couples of SUS304/brazed Ni-11P alloy coating
and SUS304/brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating in 0.06 M/L NaCl aqueous solution at different
temperatures.” appears below. The authors apologize for any inconvenience caused and
state that the scientific conclusions are unaffected. The original article has been updated.

Figure 10. Spontaneous potentials of SUS304, brazed Ni-11P alloy coating, and brazed Ni-13.4Cr-
11.6P alloy coating in 0.06 M/L NaCl aqueous solution at different temperatures.
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Figure 11. Current density-time curve of galvanic couples of SUS304/brazed Ni-11P alloy coating
and SUS304/brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating in 0.06 M/L NaCl aqueous solution at differ-
ent temperatures.

Text Correction
There was an error in the original article. “The 80 ◦C in Section 2.5. Electrochemical

Analysis and Section 3.5. Corrosion Behaviors should be changed to 60 ◦C”.
A correction has been made to “Section 2. Materials and Methods and Section 3. Results

and Discussion”, “Section 2.5. Electrochemical Analysis and Section 3.5. Corrosion Behaviors”,
“Pages 5 of 14, 9 of 14, and 10 of 14”:

“The spontaneous potential and galvanic current measurements were conducted in a
0.06 M/L NaCl aqueous solution. For spontaneous potential measurement, a saturated
silver chloride electrode (Ag/AgCl) was used as the reference electrode. The specimen
and the reference electrode were set as positive and negative electrodes, respectively. The
volume of the test solution was 200 mL and the distance between the two electrodes was
set to 40 mm. The measurement was initially performed at 25 ◦C for 24 h, then at 60 ◦C
for 72 h, and the solution temperature was subsequently restored to 25 ◦C for 24 h. For
galvanic current measurement, the SUS304 plate and the specimen were set as positive
and negative electrodes of a zero-shunt ammeter, respectively. The measurement was
performed under the same temperature profile as for spontaneous potential measurement.
The microstructure observation before and after the galvanic current measurement was
conducted with the EPMA.

Figure 10 shows the spontaneous potentials of SUS304, brazed Ni-11P alloy coating,
and brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating measured in a 0.06 M/L NaCl solution. The
spontaneous potentials of the brazed alloy coatings are more negative than that of SUS304 at
different temperatures, indicating that the brazed alloy coatings are prone to become anode
materials in the corrosion process, i.e., they are easily corroded. It is worth noting that the
potentials of the three specimens shifted negatively as the temperature increased to 60 ◦C.
This phenomenon may be associated with the fact that the high temperature accelerates
the destructive effect of Cl− ions on the oxide film on the surfaces of the specimens.

Figure 11 shows the current density-time curve of galvanic couples of SUS304/brazed
Ni-11P alloy coating [28] and SUS304/brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating measured in
a 0.06 M/L NaCl solution. At a temperature of 25 ◦C, current scarcely flowed in both of
the galvanic couples during the first 24 h of immersion. With the temperature increased to
60 ◦C, a current density of up to 1.0 µA/cm2 flowed in the SUS304/brazed Ni-11P alloy
coating galvanic couple, indicating that the brazed Ni-11P alloy coating was corroded.
At the same temperature, only a current density of up to 0.07 µA/cm2 flowed in the
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SUS304/brazed Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating galvanic couple, suggesting that the brazed
Ni-13.4Cr-11.6P alloy coating has a better corrosion resistance than that of the brazed
Ni-11P alloy coating. The current flow in the galvanic couples can be attributed to the
increase in potential difference between SUS304 and the brazed alloy coatings at 60 ◦C (as
shown in Figure 10), which acts as a driving force to promote the corrosion process [29].
When the temperature was restored to 25 ◦C, the current density of both galvanic couples
dropped to approximately 0 µA/cm2.

The authors apologize for any inconvenience caused and state that the scientific
conclusions are unaffected. The original article has been updated.
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